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Abstract— Scheduling plays a key part in cloud computing
systems. Scheduling of undertakings is impossible on the premise of
single criteria yet under a great deal of tenets and controls that we
can term as an understanding amongst clients and suppliers of cloud.
This understanding is only the quality of service that the user needs
from the providers. Providing good quality of services to the users as
indicated by the assertion is a decisive task for the suppliers as at the
same time there are a large number of tasks running at the supplier's
side. The task scheduling problem can be seen as the finding or
searching an ideal mapping/task of set of subtasks of different tasks
over the accessible arrangement of assets (processors computer
machines) with the goal that we can accomplish the desired goals for
tasks. In this paper we are performing comparative investigation of
the different algorithms for their reasonableness, possibility,
flexibility with regards to cloud scenario, after that we attempt to
propose the crossover approach that can be embraced to improve the
current stage further. With the goal that it can encourage cloud
providers to provide better quality of services.

Index Terms— Cloud computing, scheduling algorithms,
Scheduling Management, computing systems.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the growth of Internet and its services, once
more computing model, Cloud Computing has showed up. A Cloud
is a Distributed system comprising of an accumulation of between
associated and virtualized computers that are powerfully exhibited
as bound together computing resources. This model utilizes the
empty assets of computer globally expanding the economic
efficiency through enhancing use rate, and decreases the hardware
energy consumption It aims to share data, services and resources
among its users. Cloud computing gives application services over
the Internet and it provides computing as a utility to its users. It
enables its users to rent assets and services in compensation as you
utilize way and discharge them when they are no longer useful.
Cloud computing gives different services to different users, for
example, SaaS, IaaS, and PaaS [10]. Clients can benefit these
services in a Pay for each Use-On-Demand display, which can get to
shared IT resources like server, data storage, application, network
and so on through internet. IaaS offers stockpiling and compute
resources that developer‘s and IT organizations use to convey
custom business arrangements. The customer accesses those
services with characterized interfaces. In cloud computing the
fundamental framework that gives the service might be extremely
advanced in fact. Be that as it may, the user doesn't really need to
comprehend this foundation to utilize it. The IaaS customer rents
computing resources as opposed to purchasing and introducing them
in their own datacenter The service may incorporate dynamic
scaling so that if the customer winds up requiring a greater number
of assets than anticipated, he can get them instantly, and discharge
them on completion. Organizations with comparative requirements
for extra computing resources may support their own datacenters by
leasing the computer hardware — proper designations of servers,
networking technology, storage, and data center space — as a
service. Rather than laying out the capital use for the most extreme
sum of resources to cover their largest amount of interest, they
purchase computing power when they require it. As the quantity of

clients of Cloud computing Systems increased the assignments to be
scheduled in Cloud increased relatively therefore, there is a
requirement for better algorithms to schedule tasks on these
systems. Algorithms required to schedule tasks are benefit arranged
and contrast in different environments.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Previous research on scheduling problem incorporates as the
NP-hard [3] problem. As the scheduling is NP-hard we can state that
it is essentially taken care of by different known heuristic methods
which give solutions for problem instances fundamentally in limited
way. A heuristic is only an algorithm which ensures for finding an
approx. optimal solution in less than the polynomial time. It
searches for finding a way in the available solution space by
disregarding and wiping out the other paths that may seem possible
[4]. The algorithms which are based on heuristic can likewise be
characterized into: 1.Clusterscheduling 2.ListScheduling.
Clustering algorithms [5], [6], [7], accept that for the execution of
sub-undertakings there are substantial quantities of processors
available for taking the necessary steps. As it expect that countless
accessible for work in this way, it utilizes as many processors as
feasible for decreasing the make traverse of the generated schedules
A. Cloud Architecture: The two hugest components of cloud
computing architecture are known as the front end and the backend.
The front end is the part seen by the client, i.e. the computer user.
This incorporates the client‘s network (or computer) and the
applications used to get to the cloud by means of a user interface, for
example, a web browser. The back end of the cloud computing
architecture is the cloud 'itself, involving different computers,
servers and data storage devices. Cloud computing sample
architecture is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig 1 Cloud Computing Architecture
B. Concept of Cloud Computing: Based on the observation of
what Clouds are promising to be, this paper follows the definition of
cloud computing proposed in [5]: "A Cloud is a type of parallel and
distributed system consisting of a collection of inter-connected and
virtualized computers that are dynamically provisioned and
presented as one or more unified computing resources based on
service-level agreements established through negotiation between
the service provider and consumers.‖
C. Infrastructure as a Service: Infrastructure as a Service is one of
the example of cloud computing. IaaS offers storage and compute
resources that developers and IT organizations use to deliver custom
business solutions. The customer accesses those services with
defined interfaces. These interfaces are, in fact, all that the user ever
comes in contact with. In cloud computing the underlying
infrastructure that provides the service may be very sophisticated
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indeed. However, the user doesn‗t necessarily need to understand
this infrastructure to use it. The IaaS customer rents computing
resources instead of buying and installing them in their own data
center. The service may include dynamic scaling so that if the
customer ends up needing more resources than expected, he can get
them immediately, and release them on completion.
D. Task Scheduling: As the number of users of Cloud computing
Systems increased, the tasks to be scheduled in Cloud increased
proportionally. Therefore, there is a need for better algorithms to
schedule tasks on these systems. Algorithms required to schedule
tasks are service oriented and differ in different environments. Task
Scheduling algorithms in cloud computing aim at minimizing the
make span of tasks with minimum resources efficiently. Cloud
computing, uses low-power hosts to achieve high usability. The
cloud computing refers to a class of systems and applications that
employ distributed resources to perform a function in a
decentralized manner. Cloud computing is to utilize the computing
resources (service nodes) on the network to facilitate the execution
of complicated tasks that require large-scale computation. Thus, the
selecting nodes for executing a task in the cloud computing must be
considered [8]. A task is an activity that uses set of inputs to produce
a set of outputs. In Cloud computing, user applications will run on
virtual systems where distributed resources are allocated
dynamically. Dynamic load-balancing mechanism has to allocate
tasks to the processors dynamically as they arrive. Redistribution of
tasks has to take place when some processors are overloaded. Every
application is completely different in nature and independent where
some require more CPU time to compute complex task, and some
others may need more memory to store data. Different scheduling
algorithms can be used depending on the type of the task to be
scheduled. The scheduling algorithms can utilize better executing
efficiency and maintain the load balancing of system. The efficiency
of the cloud depends on the algorithms used for task scheduling.
E. Directed Acyclic Graph Scheduling: Parallel tasks are often
represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The directed acyclic
graph (DAG) is a generic model of the task of a parallel program
consisting of a set of processes (nodes) among which there are
dependencies. In general, a DAG is defined by the tuple G = (V, E),
V (lVI = v) is a set of nodes, representing the tasks, and E (IEI = e) is
a set of directed edges, representing the communication
messages.The weight on a node is called the computation cost of a
node ni and is denoted by w (ni). The edges in the DAG, each of
which is denoted by (ni, nj), correspond to the communication
messages and precedence constraints among the nodes. The weight
on an edge is called the communication cost of the edge and is
denoted by c (ni, nj). A Critical Path (CP) of a DAG is a set of nodes
and edges constituting a path which has the largest length. The
length of the CP is the sum of the computation costs and
communication costs along the path.
THE ARCHITECTURE OF CLOUD: Cloud computing
architecture has two most significant components that are
essentially known as front and backend. Frontend is that piece of
cloud which is unmistakable to the client of cloud. This incorporate
applications and computer that client uses to get to the cloud [22].
Backend of cloud computing is only the cloud itself, which basically
contains of computers, storage devices.
Cloud Environment essentially comprises of software applications
that are gotten to by means of internet as services when wishes to
utilize them. Applications that are based on Cloud Architectures are
to such an extent that the fundamental infrastructure of computing is
utilized just when it is really required, draw the important assets
when somebody make an interest for those, play out a specific
employment, at that point surrender the unneeded resources and
regularly arrange them after the activity is finished. Amid their
operation the applications scale up or down flexibly in view of need
of resources. Cloud Architectures address key difficulties that
principally identified with preparing of vast measure of information.
In conventional way of processing the data it is very hard to get as
many machines that an application needs for its operation to finish.
It is a standout amongst the most troublesome things to get the
machines when one/specific needs them. It is truly an intense work

to circulate and co-ordinate an expansive scale work on various
distinctive machines, run processes on them, and arrangements
another machine to recuperate if one machine fails during the
operation.

Fig.2 Layered View of Cloud Architecture
It is also hard to auto-scale here and there in view of changing nature
of workloads. It is hard to dispose of all those machines when the
activity is finished. Applications that worked over Cloud
Architectures keep running in-the-cloud where the real physical area
of the infrastructure is controlled by the cloud providers.

Fig.3. Service Layers of Cloud
They simply take advantage of basic APIs of Internet accessible
services that can scale on-request, where the mind boggling
rationale of adaptability and unwavering quality of the services
stays executed and covered up inside the vast cloud [21]. IaaS is the
lowermost layers of the cloud computing systems and it
fundamentally gives virtualized assets ex: computation,
communication and storage that are accessible on demand. PaaS
makes the cloud easily programmable. SaaS can be term as the
software delivery model.
OVERVIEW: TASK SCHEDULING :Cloud consists of a
number of resources that are distinctive with one other by means of a
few means and cost of performing tasks in cloud using assets of
cloud is diverse so scheduling of tasks in cloud is unique in relation
to the customary strategies of scheduling and so scheduling of tasks
in cloud need better thoughtfulness regarding be paid because
services of cloud relies upon them. Task scheduling playsa key part
to improve flexibility and unwavering quality of systems in cloud.
The principle explanation for scheduling tasks to the assets as per
the given time bound, which includes discovering a total and best
arrangement in which different undertakings can be executed to give
the best and agreeable outcome to the client. In cloud computing,
resources in any frame i.e. containers, firewall, network are
dependably progressively allotted by the succession and necessities
of the task, subtasks. Along these lines, this leads task scheduling in
cloud to be a dynamic problem implies no prior characterized
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succession might be helpful during processing of task [20]. The
reason behind the scheduling to be dynamic is that since stream of
task is indeterminate, execution paths are additionally dubious and
at the same time resources accessible are likewise unverifiable on
the grounds that there is various assignments are available that are
sharing them at the same time in the meantime. The scheduling of
undertakings in cloud means pick the best appropriate asset
accessible for execution of assignments or to allocate computer
machines to errands in such a way, to the point that the finishing
time is limited as would be prudent. In scheduling algorithms
rundown of undertakings is made by offering need to every last
assignments where setting of need to different tasks can be founded
on different parameters. Tasks are at that point picks as per their
needs and doled out to available processors and computer machines
which fulfill a predefined objective function [12].
A. Scheduling Types: 1) Static scheduling schedule tasks in known
environment i.e. it already has the information about complete
structure of tasks and mapping of resources before execution,
estimates of task execution/running time.
2) Dynamic scheduling must depend on not only the submitted tasks
to cloud environment but also the current states of system and
computer machines to make scheduling decision.

Fig.4. General View of Task Scheduling
Cloud computing uses virtualization technique for mapping the
resources of cloud to the virtual machine layer, implement the user's
task, so the task scheduling of cloud computing environment
achieve at the applications layer and the virtual layer of resources
[19]. Scheduling is nothing but the mapping of tasks and resources
in accordance with some certain principles for achieving the desired
goal. Cloud computing paradigm simplifies the mapping of tasks to
resources; the required resources together form to be virtual
machines (VMs), the process of search the desired resource package
is same as the process of searching the various VMs.
VARIOUS SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS:

The Following scheduling algorithms are currently prevalent in
clouds:
1.Resource-Aware-Scheduling algorithm (RASA): Saeed Parsa and
Reza Entezari-Maleki [2] proposed a new task scheduling algorithm
RASA. It is composed of two traditional scheduling algorithms;
Max-min and Min-min. RASA uses the advantages of Max-min and
Min-min algorithms and covers their disadvantages. Though the
deadline of each task, arriving rate of the tasks, cost of the task
execution on each of the resource, cost of the communication are not
considered. The experimental results show that RASA is
outperforms the existing scheduling algorithms in large scale
distributed systems.
2. RSDC (Reliable Scheduling Distributed In Cloud Computing):
ArashGhorbanniaDelavar,MahdiJavanmard
,
MehrdadBarzegarShabestari
and
MarjanKhosraviTalebi[13]
proposed a reliable scheduling algorithm in cloud computing
environment. In this algorithm major job is divided to sub jobs. In
order to balance the jobs the request and acknowledge time are
calculated separately. The scheduling of each job is done by
calculating the request and acknowledges time in the form of a
shared job. So that efficiency of the system is increased.
3. An Optimal Model for Priority based Service Scheduling Policy
for Cloud Computing Environment: Dr. M. Dakshayini, Dr. H. S.
Guruprasad [14] proposed a new scheduling algorithm based on
priority and admission control scheme. In this algorithm priority is
assigned to each admitted queue. Admission of each queue is
decided by calculating tolerable delay and service cost. Advantage
of this algorithm is that this policy with the proposed cloud
architecture has achieved very high (99%) service completion rate
with guaranteed QoS. As this policy provides the highest
precedence for highly paid user service-requests, overall servicing
cost for the cloud also increases.
4. A Priority based Job Scheduling Algorithm in Cloud Computing:
ShamsollahGhanbari, Mohamed Othman proposed a new
scheduling algorithm based on multi – criteria and multi - decision
priority driven scheduling algorithm. This scheduling algorithm
consist of three level of scheduling: object level, attribute level and
alternate level. In this algorithm priority can be set by job resource
ratio. Then priority vector can be compared with each queue. This
algorithm has higher throughput and less finish time.
5. Extended Max-Min Scheduling Using Petri Net and Load
Balancing: El-Sayed T. El-kenawy, Ali Ibraheem El-Desoky, and
Mohamed F. Al-rahamawy[15] has proposed a new algorithm based
on impact of RASA algorithm. Improved Max-min algorithm is
based on the expected execution time instead of complete time as a
selection basis. Petri nets are used to model the concurrent behavior
of distributed systems. Max-min demonstrates achieving schedules
with comparable lower makespan rather than RASA and original
Max-min.
6. An Optimistic Differentiated Job Scheduling System for Cloud
Computing: ShalmaliAmbike, Dipti Bhansali, JaeeKshirsagar,
JuhiBansiwal[16] has proposed a differentiated scheduling
algorithm with non-preemptive priority queuing model for activities
performed by cloud user in the cloud computing environment. In
this approach one web application is created to do some activity like
one of the file uploading and downloading then there is need of
efficient job scheduling algorithm. The Qos requirements of the
cloud computing user and the maximum profits of the cloud
computing service provider are achieved with this algorithm.
7. Improved Cost-Based Algorithm for Task Scheduling:
Mrs.S.Selvarani, Dr.G.SudhaSadhasivam [17] proposed an
improved cost-based scheduling algorithm for making efficient
mapping of tasks to available resources in cloud. The improvisation
of traditional activity based costing is proposed by new task
scheduling strategy for cloud environment where there may be no
relation between the overhead application base and the way that
different tasks cause overhead cost of resources in cloud. This
scheduling algorithm divides all user tasks depending on priority of
each task into three different lists. This scheduling algorithm
measures both resource cost and computation performance, it also
Improves the computation/communication ratio.
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Table -1 - Scheduling Algorithms
Scheduling
Algorithm

Scheduling
Method

Scheduling
Parameter

Scheduling
Factor

Findings

Environment

Resource-aw
are-schedulin
g

Batch mode

Make span

Grouped
task

1-It is used
to reduce
makespan

Grid
environment

RSDC
(RELIABLE
SCHEDULI
NG
DISTRIBUT
ED IN
CLOUD
COMPUTIO
N

Batch mode

Processing
time

Grouped
task

1-It is used
to reduce
processing
time
2- It is
efficient
for load
balancing

Cloud
environment

An optimal
model for
priority
based service
scheduling
policy for
cloud
computing
environment

Batch mode

Quality of
service
request time

An array of
workflow
instances

1-High qos
2-High
throughput

Cloud
environment

A priority
based job
scheduling

Dependency
mode

Priority to
each queue

An array of
job queue

1-Less
finish time

Cloud
environment

Extended
max-min
scheduling
using petri
net and load
balancing

Batch mode

Priority to
each queue

An array of
job queue

1-It is used
for
efficient
load
balancing.
2-petrin net
is used to
remove
limitation
of
max-min
algorithm

Cloud
environment

An
optimistic
differentiated
job
scheduling
system for
cloud
computing

Dependency
mode

Quality of
service
max-min
profit

Single job
with
multiple user

Cloud
environment

Improved
cost -based
algorithm for
task
scheduling

Batch mode

Cost,perfor
mance

Unschedule
d task group

The Qos
requiremen
ts of the
cloud
computing
user and
the
max-min
profits of
cloud
computing
service
provider
are
achieved
1-measures
both
resource
cost and
computatio
n
performan
ce
2-Improve
s the
computatio
n ratio

Performance
and cost
evaluation of
gang
scheduling

Batch mode

Performance
cost

Workflow
with large
number of
job

1-the
application
of
migrations
and
starvation
handling
had a
significant
effect on
the model
2- it
improves
performan
ce

Cloud
environment

Cloud
environment
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8. Performance and Cost evaluation of Gang Scheduling in a Cloud
Computing System with Job Migrations and Starvation Handling: T.
Mathew, K. Sekaran [18] has proposed a gang scheduling algorithm
with job migration and starvation handling in which scheduling
parallel jobs, already applied in the areas of Grid and Cluster
computing. The number of Virtual Machines(VMs) available at any
moment is dynamic and scales according to the demands of the jobs
being serviced. The aforementioned model is studied through
simulation in order to analyze the performance and overall cost of
Gang Scheduling with migrations and starvation handling. Results
highlight that this scheduling strategy can be effectively deployed
on Clouds, and that cloud platforms can be viable for HPC or high
performance enterprise applications.
CONCLUSION: Scheduling parallel applications modeled by
Directed Acyclic Graphs onto a network of heterogeneous
computers is a NP-Complete problem. The effectiveness of the
cloud relies upon the algorithms utilized for scheduling. Distinctive
scheduling algorithms can be utilized relying upon the kind of the
task to be scheduled. PISA: (priority impact scheduling algorithm)
depends on user‘s priority. The differences between user‘s priorities
might be founded on the fee they paid. The workflow is made out of
many tasks. At the point when a workflow requests the cloud
computing asset supplier for services, the provider first questions
the Access Strategy library. The clients themselves should set the
need in light of the charge they could pay for their work process. The
estimation of need decides the most elevated amount of cloud
resource it can get. Balance Reduce algorithm is a data locality
driven scheduling algorithm, which finds a good solution in time
(max {m+n, n log n}. Versatile Resource Allocation for
Pre-imputable Jobs in Cloud Systems algorithm alters the asset
assignment adaptively in view of the refreshed condition of the real
task executions. The experimental results show that these algorithms
work fundamentally in serious asset contention situation The
experimental results of Improved cost-based algorithm for
scheduling in Cloud computing demonstrate that the time taken to
complete tasks in the wake of collection the tasks is less when
contrasted with time brought with finish the errands without
gathering the undertakings. The simulation results of A
Three-Phases Scheduling in a Hierarchical Cloud Computing
Network prove that the scheduling method joining EOLB with
EMM is more viable than different scheduling approaches for
diminishing the fulfillment time of a task This scheduling enhances
the execution of the system and makes traverse of all the tasks. It has
better load balance of nodes. A Community Cloud Oriented
Workflow System Framework and its Scheduling Strategy can
bolster the quick cooperation component with high productivity.
Aggregated– DAG scheduling for work stream augmentation in
Heterogeneous Cloud Computing algorithm minimizes make
traverse, by conglomerating numerous occupations utilizing good
scheduling, and a close ideal throughput can be accomplished.
Tending to Resource Management in Grids through Network Aware
Meta Scheduling. In Advance algorithm lets the system make
rescheduling of undertakings already scheduled similarly as a BoT.
To do that, the jobs are rescheduled by its begin time rather than by
its arrival time. Consequently, the reallocation of those tasks will
make less discontinuity into assets. In light of the above
examination it can be inferred that influence traverse to can be
diminished by gathering the assignments. Since cloud computing
systems have a high level of capriciousness as for asset accessibility
in future as the cloud size increases, there is a requirement for better
scheduling algorithms.
FUTURE SCOPE: scheduling is one of the most famous problems
in cloud computing so; there is dependably a shot of adjustment of
beforehand completed work in this specific field. The researchers at
their own particular time played out their work according as far as
anyone is concerned space and after some time their work had been
done some other people. During scheduling they had considered
various techniques and connected limitations however as the cloud

computing is excessively huge that they had not possessed the
capacity to catch all aspects in the meantime yet they specified these
certainties that there is a shot of adjustment of algorithms and which
part needs to be modified.
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